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1. Abstract 

 

The internet is being integrated in nearly every aspect of daily life of individuals. Social 

networks are made up of user profiles which are collection of user’s personal data and its 

relation with other users. Many relations between users are based on trust but trust and 

privacy are not captured and presented in profiles and personalized recommendations. 

This introduces a need for an intelligent social mining service which can analyze a person’s 

profile or related data on the basis of matching corresponding interests or likings.  

In this work, we have proposed for a generic architecture for social web mining where we 

can create  a user model for users based on their tweets and mine their data to infer 

relationships among them and based on them we make suggestions. Our framework 

captures the trust between individuals based on their user models, while to preserve their 

privacy, trust is used to further filter out more valuable connections. We present (initial) 

experimental results with a 2009 twitter dataset. 
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4. Introduction 

4.1. Motivation 

Twitter (1), is a free micro blogging service founded in 2006 by Jack Dorsey and Biz Stone. 

People write short messages called tweets. Users can include links to other content in their 

tweets, and broadcasts can be public or private. Celebrities, journalists, politicians and other 

public figures have established significant followings on Twitter. Media outlets in particular 

use Twitter as a way to broadcast breaking news1. By March 21, 2012, twitter has claimed 140 

million active users. IT reviewers are mentioning twitter as possible prediction tool for daily 

life matters2.  

The presence of such social networks and their influential roles motivates us to propose an 

intelligent mining system to generate some reliable recommendation information or 

aggregated data to make the most of these social networks. The recommendation proposals 

may vary from service to service and there is always room for improvement in the accuracy 

of recommendation on the basis of different metrics. That is why we are proposing our work 

which is the development of an architecture that is capable of building user model of tweets 

and mine user data as well. 

There is a broad class of Web applications that involve predicting informative responses to 

available options, known as recommendation systems or predicators. These systems have 

emerged as a nice answer to extensive information on the web. But it is still challenging for 

these systems to retrieve correct data. Renowned search engines are performing well in order 

to acquire data from internet but still they are not able to handle that data in a form of related 

information or inter related associations. 

Therefore, the motivation behind the work is to develop a framework that provide 

recommending and predicting service within the domain of social network, on the basis of 

tags, user related text that accompanies the need of having a clear view of context of what 

the user is tweeting about. Also relate that context and information to other user by 

evaluating text with language processing tools. Furthermore, the phenomenon of profiling is 

to create a user’s network within a boundary network on the basis of different properties 

after the evaluation of user’s related information and text. 

1. http://mashable.com/category/twitter/. 

2. http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/11/the-importance-of-social-media-in-elections-

mostly-hot-air/. 
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4.2. Contribution 

In this work, we have proposed for a scalable and extensible framework which integrates the 

solutions for user information collection, user data mining, trust and privacy issues for 

recommendation and user profile management. 

Our presented framework extends ontological based user profiling. We have developed a 

lightweight. In order to extend our user model we also considered comprehensive user 

model to fulfill the need of Social Web modeling (2). 

For the data mining purpose, we have proposed and implemented ways to discover the 

interests of user from their tweets and how to make this result more accurate. We have 

implemented an adapter to read data set or access online data from website. Once the data is 

read, another adapter converts that user in to RDF models and saves them into a triple store. 

For that purpose we have used OWLIM (3) toolkit. 

In order to generate user interests we have used an LDA algorithm and for that purpose we 

used toolkit (4). But before generating user interests from those user tweets, we used Part Of 

Speech tagger (5) to eradicate all unwanted words such as grammatical portion out of the 

text. 

Moreover, we have introduced trust and privacy metrics on the basis of similarity and on the 

number of followers and user trust values. There are also other ways to evaluate users in 

different groups by using different metrics. We have exposed our mining system through 

web services as well so that it can be accessed through any other system. 

The link prediction and recommendation is one of the main part of our work in which for 

each user in the repository the friend list is retrieved and against each friend, social graph 

object is set for the values of Cosine Similarity and Kullback-Leiber.Those social graph are 

further processed through to get link predictions which will come  in upcoming sections. 
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5. Related Work 

In this chapter, we will discuss related work and background regarding the Social Web 

mining System. We would elaborate our concept of user profile management and 

enrichment, trust and privacy engine and weighting mechanism for user profiles. 

5.1. Social web mining 

Social networks play an important role in the construction of semantic web on the internet. 

Many researchers have applied different strategies in both top to bottom and vice versa in 

order to populate data entities from Social networks or social network from data entities 

which are present on the internet. In doing so, techniques like data aggregation, email 

analysis and web mining comes into play. 

In (6), they start with querying internet with custom made queries consist of names of firm 

(entity in this case).Query induces relation keywords in the list of names. When the result is 

obtained from search engine the top five page’s text are processed on the basis of the 

presence of that name and relation keywords. The score is made on the number relevant 

firm-relation name presence and if the score goes more than threshold value which is set in 

the system, a relationship is declared in the system between the firm and the name. In that 

case they are building user model on the basis of mining web in first place whereas, in our 

system we look for user tweets in offline data or online site, then process those tweets 

through filters and learning models and then on the basis of our algorithms and precooked 

methods we declare relation in our database. This gives a user the possibility to mine 

repositories on the basis of different parameters and scales. 

While discussing the key problems and techniques in social network analysis and mining (7) 

they have discussed different business applications and their related data acquisition and 

preparation, trust and information propagation. They have overviewed current data mining 

techniques with a critical perspective on business applications of social network analysis and 

mining. In (8) a different way to model opinion distances has been proposed, in which topic 

modeling technique LDA has been used. Using distributions to model topics for generation 

social networks of group or individual is quite similar to our work., have also used twitter 

data to experiment on and to show that learned graphs exhibit real-world network 

properties. 

Twitter as one of the leading social networks, inspired (9) to look into list meta-data aspect of 

tweets which provides valuable semantics support to work with. In their work, they have 

inferred the user’s know-how by analyzing the meta-data of List that contains other users. 

They have inferred attributes of millions of twitter users by mining into influential twitter 

user depends on the numbers of following and other metrics. But their main focus in on the 

Lists feature, which allows a user to tag other users who has tendency to tweet on the same 

topic of interest, and follow their mutual tweets. 
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5.2. Trust modeling on Social web  

Since the distributed solutions have become ubiquitous on the web, many different 

approaches have been introduced to discover those solutions, services and data. There have 

been many generic user models keeps user data and user’s dimension as well. In (10) 

ontological user model which is based on generic model component is proposed with an 

additional dimension of trust and privacy. We have also extended this model by adding few 

dimensions in it as per required for mapping Twitter user. Details of our trust and privacy 

concepts will come later in this paper. 

Among several trust based models suggested recently, (11) have looked into Knots model, in 

which the subjective reputation of a member is computed using information provided by a 

set of members trusted by the latter. In this paper, they have discussed the problem of 

computing reputation of a user while preserving the privacy related information. In this 

regard they came up with three different strategies that apply technique for secure 

summation and dot product, which are used as primitives in virtual community oriented 

setting to elevate existing trust based models in privacy is a major concern. 

In (12) problem of threat privacy during trust negotiations that is credentials exchanged is 

discussed and coped with the introduction of notion of privacy preserving disclosure, that is, 

a set that does not include attributes or credentials, or combinations of these, that may 

compromise privacy. To obtain privacy preserving disclosure sets, we propose two 

techniques based on the notions of substitution and generalization. They have reasoned that 

formulating the trust negotiation requirements in terms of disclosure policies is often 

restrictive. To resolve this problem, they showed that how trust negotiation requirements 

can be expressed as property-based policies that list the properties needed to obtain a given 

resource. They have also introduced the concept of reference ontology of a user, and 

reinvented the concept of trust requirement. Moreover, they implemented an algorithm to 

derive disclosure policies from trust requirements and formally state some semantics 

relationships (i.e., equivalence, stronger than) that may hold between policies. These 

relationships can be used by a credential requestor to reason about which disclosure policies 

he/she should use in a trust negotiation. 
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5.3. Recommending users on Social Web  

In the presence of such kind of real-time web services, we believe that these types of services 

provide a strong basis for recommender systems research. To look into one of the core 

aspects of social web that is creating relationship between users, (13) have attempted to 

support the real time web for profiling and recommendations. They have evaluated different 

profiling and recommending strategies, based on large dataset of Twitter user and their 

tweets to prove the potential for effective and efficient followee recommendations. 

In (14), by aiming on Twitter, they have developed a user recommendation engine which 

extracts latent topics of users based on followings, lists, mentions and RTs. The 

recommendation algorithm is based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and KL divergence 

between two users' latent topics. Their algorithm assumes that the users have latent 

connection if the distance calculated by KL divergence is short. Additionally, they also 

performed an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, and this showed that 

there is correlation between the distance and user's preference obtained through 

questionnaire. This work is very much similar to our approach; also the correlation method 

is also a part of our approach too. But in our solution we have present the algorithm to 

calculate privacy as well on the basis of trust. Additionally data mining functionality on the 

basis of topic terms is also an additional feature of our solution. 

5.4. Twitter Mining with LDA 

In order to explore the Twitter’s tweet many approaches have been formulated to come up 

with precise solutions regarding user profile and recommendation based on the data 

accumulated from the tweets. In (15) an attempt was made to into the involvement of LDA 

by introducing a tag variable. This makes tags more into a new document of tags and 

recommends them. Moreover, they have worked with large set of data such as 386,012 

documents in a distributed environment for efficiency and found that tag LDA solution 

worked 32% better than search based collaborative filtering. In (16), study is performed on 

the use of L-LDA to train Twitters tweets and found in quantitative evaluation that it is 

better solution towards assigning correct topics to the profiles and measuring the similarity 

of profile pair. Their results showed that this approach gives better result than Support 

Vector Machines.  

In (17), work on semantic enrichment of profiles, different strategies for constructing 

different types of user profile from crawled data set has been done. They have used tweets to 

extend the semantics for user profile. But in order to get topics and entities out of tweets, 

they are using third party tool OpenCalais, which allows them to have 39 different entities to 

create user profile. In order to make enrichment process of tweets stronger, they took the 

support from external news feeds and web resources. User modeling is done in order to 

compare entity based, topic based and hash tag based. Data set has been used in order to 

perform analysis between different types of user profile. For the analysis of similarity on the 

basis of historical data, d1-distance for measuring the difference between profiles in vector 
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representation .For recommendation purpose, they have applied cosine similarity algorithm. 

In this project, we have also worked with Twitter tweets but our system is capable of 

handling online data, by using Twitters API or offline data, as mentioned .For the data 

storage purpose we have used OWLIM semantic repository (3) which is scalable and more 

suitable to store different types of concepts and with its related context. Also the enrichment 

part is solely done by the use of LDA. Our project offers data mining capabilities too with the 

recommendation which we have done by calculating trust and privacy through of cosine 

similarity and Kullback–Leibler divergence (which is calculated and stored into database but 

used for evaluation purposes). Social web mining has also inspired the domain of behavioral 

economics, which is actually the study of resultant of moods over decision making 

capabilities specifically for investment purposes. While studying the effect of moods which 

were reflection of users tweet in (18), they have analyzed the text content from Twitter which 

is correlated to Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) over some span of time, then using 

mood tracking tools for negative and positive moods to cross validate the resulting mood 

with public response for big event such as presidential elections and thanks giving day in 

2008. 
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6. Conceptual Model of System 

6.1. Outline 

The purpose of our system is to filter out user tweets by processing them using machine 

learning technique LDA to help us in identifying latent topic information, which we use to 

find similarity between the users using distances such as Pearson coefficient and KL 

divergence and then saving a user profile in a cluster (with all the calculated values of trust 

and privacy based on number of users) which supports semantic representation of a user, i.e. 

subject, predicate and object. The system allows accessing these user repositories through 

web services as well. 

6.2. User Profiling 

We profile twitter users based on their interest similarity.  Basically these are the steps taken 

prior to the user representation in the system. These prerequisite steps are  followed by other 

major workflows in the system such as calculation of similarity and approximation of 

privacy on the bases of calculated trust and recommendation of links. In order to do so, we 

have to have the following prerequisite: 

6.2.1. User profile 

User profile is a data structure which represents user particulars such as name, basic info, 

number of followers, the number of person this user is following and tweets. It is an 

abstraction of user in our system. 

6.2.2. Modeling tweets using LDA 

The objective of the topic acquisition step is an identification and extraction of topics that 

social users are interested in based on the tweets they publish. Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA) model (19) is an unsupervised machine learning technique that helps identifying 

latent topic information from large document collection. LDA utilizes bag of words model 

for categorizing each document with respect to count of words. Each document is 

represented as a probability distribution over some topics, while each topic is represented as 

a probability distribution over a number of words. 

Algorithms for models in System 

Model 1: Build User Repository 

Get a group of users who have post tweets with same keyword 

For each user in the group  

Get user basic profile information from the MySQL database 

Get user tweets from the MySql database 

Generate csv file that contains the user's tweets 

Train topic LDA model to create summaries of the text 

Read the top terms of the summaries and assign them as the user interests 

End For 
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Model2: Build User Network 

For each user in the repository 

Choose a certain number of users in the same repository randomly. 

Assign these selected users as the friends of the user 

For each friend in the friend list 

Calculate the Cosine Similarity between the friend and the user by 

comparing their tweets 

Calculate the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the friend and the user 

by comparing their tweets 

Assign Cosine Similarity value as the trust value of user for the friend. 

Combine the trust value and the number of follower of the friend in order to 

get the privacy value of the friend, each of the factors has the certain weight. 

End For 

Save the user information to the Owlim repository 

End For 

Model 3: Link Prediction 

Connect to a specific Owlim repository 

For each user in the repository 

Get the friends list for the user 

For each friend in the friend list 

Generate a social graph object and set the user as node a, friend as b and 

Cosine Similarity as the weight of the edge. 

Generate a social graph object and set the user as node a, friend as b and 

Kullback–Leibler Divergence as the weight of the edge.  

End For 

Save the objects to two different text files locally according to different weight types (Cosine  

Similarity, Kullback–Leibler). 

End For 

Execute the automated scripts and use the generated text files as the input of the scripts. 

Get the link prediction. 
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Figure 1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

6.3. How LDA works 

We take a corpora of K documents, each representing i documents (e..g tweets), such that    

will be count of all words in corpora in total of d documents. 

1. Select    ~ Dirichlet (α) where i Є 1,…, D 

2. Select    ~ Dirichlet (β) where i Є 1,…K 

3. For each word     where            

 Choose a topic      ~ Multinomial (  ) 

 Choose a word     ~ Multinomial (    ) 

Where, 

α is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distributions. 

β is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distribution. 

    is the topic distribution for document i. 

   is the word distribution for topic k. 

 

This model writes the corresponding profiled interests from which we can infer undetected 

topics and user interest topics through learning of model parameters. 

LDA finds a pre-specified set of |Z| topics within |D| documents. Each term t in a tweet 

with Ki terms then ends up correlated with a topic z.Z = {z1, z2, z3,….,   }is the set of n latent 

topics which exemplifies coarseness and resulting final set of topics (8). 

6.4. Similarity (PEARSON / KL)  

The similarity is referring to the likeness between two users in our system and it is calculated 

based on their interests. The user interests are represented as an array of strings. We can get 

user similarity by applying different metrics on the interest’s arrays of two users. We choose 

two similarity metrics and apply them to compare the similarity of the two users as long as 

we get the latent topic distribution of users. There are two similarity metrics that can be 

applied to compare the similarity of two users as long as we get the latent topic distribution 

of users. 
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6.4.1. Cosine Similarity 

The cosine similarity is used to compare the similarity of two string arrays and it does not 

consider about the order of string in the arrays. It is suitable to use this algorithm in our 

system in order to calculate the similarity between two users. If the value of cosine similarity 

is zero, then the two string arrays do not share any common term and they are identical if the 

cosine similarity is one. 

6.4.2. KL divergence 

The Kullback–Leibler divergence is a non-symmetric measure of the difference between two 

probability distributions P and Q. In terms of our system, the Kullback–Leibler divergence 

can be used for calculating the difference between the two probability top term distributions. 

If the value of KL divergence equals zero then it means that the two top term distributions 

are same, otherwise, the larger value the more different of the two distributions. 

6.5. Recommendation 

The purpose of recommender system is to give the meaningful recommendation to a set of 

users for items or products that might interest them (20). Typically, there are two ways to 

build such a recommender system. One is collaborative filtering and another is content-

based filtering system. The collaborative filtering systems deal with historical interactions 

and content-based filtering system analyze the user profile attributes. Moreover, we can also 

make a hybrid solution which combines both of the solutions. In terms of our system, we 

calculate the trust value base on the similarity of interests between two users. Furthermore, 

we already build such a social network of users in same cluster and the link prediction can 

be applied to predict more links which can be added to the network in the future.  

6.5.1. Trust/ Privacy metrics 

The trust (similarity) between two users is defined as Cosine Similarity (21) of their interests. 

Moreover, the privacy is calculated based on the trust value. The users with high trust value 

can be recommended to each other since they share the similar interests. The trust between 

two users is defined as Cosine Similarity of their interests. Moreover, the privacy is 

calculated based on the trust value.  The users with high trust value can be recommended to 

each other since they share the similar interests. 

6.5.2. Recommendation (link prediction) 

Base on the existing social network links and the weight on each link, we can apply different 

predictors to infer the potential friends of users. The new links that we get from the 

prediction can be used to give recommendations. There is another way to give user friend 

recommendations.  

The new links that we get from the prediction can be used to give recommendations. 
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7. Proposed System 

In this chapter, we present our approach by defining system model and the concepts present 

around it such as User Model, Trust, Privacy and the way to aggregate and populate user 

data. User data mining, User Profile management and Semantic repository adapter are also 

being discussed later in this chapter. 

7.1. System Data Modeling  

7.1.1. User Model 

In our system, the user model is the representation of a person as a java object in the system. 

But this user model is reflected in OWLIM repository as an RDF model. The user model 

represents a user account details that consists of various properties and URIs. The 

transformation of user model from java object to rdf model is done by RDFBeans (22) 

Library. In the early stages of development of our system, we had our own custom adapter 

which does this conversion. Following is the representation of Person in our system which 

shows that a person is a collection of various properties which could be could be added or 

deleted as per needed with the time. 

Basically, the user models are represented as two kind of format in the system. One is object-

oriented domain model that is java class and another is RDF resource description. In order to 

make OWLIM repository transparent to the business logic layer and abstract the operation of 

java objects. We have a layer in the system which is responsible to interact with owlim 

repository. Moreover, we make a hybrid solution to map java objects to RDF resources. We 

developed the module that saves and retrieves java objects to and from the repository by 

using the openrdf API, in case we need full control of the process. It converts the java 

attributes to the triple statements in the owlim repository. On the other hand, we utilized the 

third party library RDF Beans which encapsulates the repository manipulations and 

provides API to the applications when the operations are straight forward. 
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Figure 2 Representation of a user in RDF model 

 

 

7.1.2. Trust Model 

The concept of trust in our system captures the similarity between two user profiles. And 

this similarity is evaluated through calculating cosine similarity between user’s interests. If 

vector A and B represent user’s interest, the similarity can be calculated as: 

     
   

         
 

The resulting similarity ranges from −1 meaning exactly opposite, to 1 meaning exactly the 

same, with 0 usually indicating independence, and in-between values indicating 

intermediate similarity or dissimilarity. 
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7.1.3. Topical Similarity 

In order to give more strength into trust perspective of a user trust, we have used KL 

divergence as well in our work. It is a supporting value and additional part of our solution 

that gives the approximation of two probability distributions, which is set of twitter data 

content in our case and tells that how much they differ or similar from each other. 

The KL divergence is a statistics measure that quantifies in bits that how close two 

probability distributions are from each other. If   *  + is probability distribution to the 

candidate distribution    *  + , then : 

    (    )   ∑        
  
  

 

 

If    and    are users, then similarity would be calculated as following: 

    (       )   ∑        
  
  
  

 

7.1.4. Privacy Model  

Regarding to the privacy, we planned to use three factors to determine the privacy of user A 

for user B at the beginning. They are: 

1.  Trust value between user A and user B. 

2.  The same followings of user A and user B. 

3.  The number of followers. 

However, from the experimental data, we can see that the value of factor No2 is zero in most 

of the time. As a result, we decided to only use the No.1 and No.3.For each factor; we gave a 

weight for them. We use the privacy value multiplied by the weight directly, and in terms of 

number of follower, we calculate the average value of number of followers among all the 

users. First, we can calculate a value according to the following formula: 

 

If the number of followers greater than the average number, then 

                               

It implies that the user has more influence than the average level in the system and thus it 

should have higher access right to the user. If the number of followers less than the average 

number, then 
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                     (
                   

              
          ) 

Then, we have a predefined Threshold value for each user and can be changed afterward by 

user themselves. 

a)                                                           

b)                                                          

 

 

For example: 

If the trust value i.e. http://web.it.kth.se/trust/value is "0.38" and given that threshold value 

which is “0.6”, condition B exists. 

 

7.1.5. LDA Model 

For the purpose of generating user interests from user tweets, we use one of LDA 

implementation to get the top terms of users. The input of LDA process is a CSV file so that 

we need to generate the file which consists of user tweets beforehand. Moreover, we adopt 

the Part of Speech Tagger in order to filter out meaningless words and get more relevant 

result before we perform the LDA  

 

Figure 3 LDA model representation in our system 

 

 

http://web.it.kth.se/trust/value
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7.2. Aggregating, Gathering and Populating User Data 

7.2.1. Preparing the bootstrap data (Offline Data) 

In order to make system workable with offline data, we have implemented the 

database handling part of the system which reads the offline data into the system and 

mount it on SQLite database. Then after running data mining operations on that data 

user profiles are saved into the OWLIM repository, which is present on the Linux 

server. 

7.2.2. User Information Collection (Online Data) 

Online users tweets can be accessed through twitter api and processed. In this 

case the tweets are not stored in SQLite database in the system but they are 

directly processed through data mining component in order to create topic 

based summaries. 

 Twitter Comments 

API Tool twitter4j Support the 

latest APIs and 

easy to be 

integrated to the 

project 

Information  User basic information 

 Following and 

Followers 

 Tweets 

Can only get the 

public 

information 

without 

authentication 

Table 1 API used for online data collection 

By using the twitter streaming API, we can get the live tweets and the users basic 

information who post the tweets. Moreover we can set the parameters in order to filter out 

the users or the keywords that we are interested in. We can either save the data into 

relational database or NoSQL database for the future use such as data mining. 

In order to implement the crawler, we develop a java program which is running as 

background process. It uses the twitter4j library, listen to the live tweets continually and save 

the information to certain storage. 
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7.2.3. User Data Mining 

Data mining module is for discovery and inferring the interests of user from their tweets. 

It builds the basis for the calculation of user trusts and privacy. The problem definition 

we found for this module revolves around two questions: 

1. How to discover the interests of user from their posted tweets? 

2. How to improve the accuracy of profiles and recommendations? 

The proposed solution which we have later on implemented in our project is the use of 

Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS Tagger. It reads text in and assigns parts of speech to each 

word (and other token), such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. And the second important part 

to train topic models (LDA, Labeled LDA, and PLDA new) to create summaries of the 

tweets. 

7.2.3.1. Preparing, learning and Inference 

 

We imported the bulk of twitter offline user data into the relational database which is 

SQLite and present on a Linux server. Then, our system loads the data from SQLite 

database and generates the CSV files which are used as input file of the Topic Modeling 

Toolbox. 

In the next step, we use Part-Of-Speech Tagger to filter out the useless words in the user 

data. In order to generate the user interests, we used LDA to do the data mining. When 

the user top terms were generated from the user tweets Distance Metrics is used to get 

the similarities among user interests. 

7.2.4. Trust and Privacy Engine 

 

7.2.4.1. Generation for Trust Networks 

It is one of the important components of our proposed solution and its purpose is to 

calculate the trust among the users based on the interest’s similarity and build the 

trust networks and calculate the privacy based on the trust. Cosine similarity and 

Kullback–Leibler divergence are the two algorithms we have used in our framework 

for the calculation of trust and privacy. Both of the values cosine similarity and KL 

divergence are stored in OWLIM repository as a separate statement which can later 

be used for further experimental purposes. 

    (    )   ∑        
  
  

 

 

  

                    
∑       
 
   

√∑ (  )
  ∑ (  )
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7.2.4.2. Estimation for Trust based privacy 

The factors and weights are defined to start building trust network among users. 

These defined weights are customizable afterwards to increase or decrease the impact 

of trust value. 

 

 

Factors Weigh Value 

Social Trust Value (T)     F1 0.7 

Number of Followers       (NF)  F2 0.2 

Table 2 Criteria for privacy 

In order to determine the privacy, we have full exposure and no exposure at all, 

which is defined as follows: 

7.2.5. Concept of Exposure 

Exposure is the way of showing private data of a user with a threshold privacy value to 

other user in a system. In order to expose its data, user will calculate privacy value on the 

basis of trust of the visitor user who is intended to retrieve data and also the number of 

followers of retriever user will come into account. If the privacy value is higher than 

threshold privacy value of the host user it will expose its data to visitor. 

Calculation  

    ∑(   )         

                                                

 

                                

 

 

7.2.6. User Profile Management 

The goal of this component is to interact with the semantic repository adapter. It provides 

arious operations for operating the system objects and exposes the operations as web service 

to the external systems/users. 
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First the user is being loaded from the SQLite database (in case of offline data used), then 

user model is abstracted so that they can be mapped to ontological model present in the user 

profile management component. 

 

7.2.7. Semantic Repository Adapter 

In order to introduce low coupling between the business logic and the repository operations, 

we have implemented an adapter. In other words, to hide the manipulated details from the 

business logic developers and make the system more compacts and easy to maintain. To do 

so, a dedicated utility class is implemented that handles the operations of semantic 

repository. 

 For each object class, a corresponding DAO (data access object) class in order to provide 

various operations on the object. The reasons behind the usage of semantic repository are 

as follows: 

1. They use ontologies as semantic schemata. This allows them to automatically reason 

about the data. 

2. They work with flexible and generic physical data models (e.g. graphs). This allows 

them to easily interpret and adopt "on the fly" new ontologies or metadata schemata. 

As a result, semantic repositories offer easier integration of diverse data and more 

analytical power. To illustrate the usefulness of the automated interpretation (or 

reasoning), consider a query about telecom companies in Europe; given a simple 

ontology, which defines the semantics of the location and industry sector nesting 

relationships, a semantic repository can return as a result a mobile operator operating in 

the UK. 

The basic idea to have an adapter in the system is to decouple the business logic from the 

underline repository implementations. The business logic does not care about how the 

data are store in the repository and how to interact with various repositories. It only 

needs to manipulate the java object so that we can easily change the repository from one 

to another without modify any business logic. Moreover, it makes the system more 

compact and easy for maintenance. For each entity in the system, we have a 

corresponding DAO class to provide operation on the object. 
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7.3. Social Network Link Prediction (User Recommendation) 

    

After discussing concepts in our system such as trust and privacy, we would like to talk 

about user recommendation part of our system. In current era, link prediction is a significant 

procedure in many applications in social networks, where possible links between entities or 

objects want to be predicted. Conventional link prediction techniques deal with either 

homogeneous entity/object, e.g., within people, item to item links, or non-mutual 

relationships, e.g., people to item. However, a challenging problem in link prediction is that 

of heterogeneous and reciprocal link prediction, where the items or people belong to 

different groups. After calculating trust and privacy, user links predictions are being 

produced using user link prediction algorithm. 

In (23), link prediction problem between the different networks is described. In the inter 

network link prediction scenario, there are two networks given such as G1 and G2 and the 

motivation is to use information from G1 and generate predictions about G2.  The prediction 

technique is supported by the existence of Structural Signature known as expected sub 

graphs (which are possible to present in a network)..The sub graphs are driven by social 

theories such as self-interest, cognition, balance proximity and based on these behaviors 

identified sub groups or networks are associated with each type of theory. 

Furthermore, the link prediction problem is evaluated in (24) on the basis of meta path-based 

approach (25)in which the path consists of a sequence of relations defined between different 

object types (i.e., structural paths at the meta level) to outline target relation and topological 

structures. Then distributed model of relationships is developed with the passage of time on 

the basis extracted topographical structures. 

Our system has the ability to generate the cluster with user information and construct a 

social network. Another capability of our system is to recommend friends to users and it is 

based on the existing social network structure. In other words, each cluster in the system can 

be considered as a snapshot of social network. It is possible that we are able to infer the 

potential future relationships among the users and give the friend recommendations to them. 

In general, we can consider this feature as a link prediction problem: Given a snapshot of a 

social network at time t, we seek to accurately predict the edges that will be added to the 

network during the interval from time t to the given future time t. It is a complete cross-

platform software solution for multi-core link prediction and related tasks and analysis. It 

provides various predictors and evaluation metrics to use and it has an excellent automated 

procedure for generating the labeled predictions and evaluation metric files. It is easy to use 

and only needs few manual works. We perform the following steps to make the link 

predictions or friend’s recommendations:  
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1. Read user relationships from the Owlim repository and generate the initial input file 

for the LPmade. It is a text file which contains three columns and separated with the 

white space. The first two columns are the sequence number of two users who are 

friends and the third column is the trust value between the two users. 

2. Run the automated procedure for a specific target of LPmade and generate the 

labeled predictions based on different predictors as well as the evaluation metric files. 

3. Utilize the predictions for user friend’s recommendation. 

Since the LPmade produces link predictions with different predictors and evaluates each of 

them by using different metrics, we can also compare the evaluation results and find the 

suitable predictor and configuration for our case. The predictors we have used in our 

evaluation work are defined briefly as following: 

 AdamicAdar: (26) This algorithm consider the related measure on the basis of context 

which comprises of evaluating text, mailing list and in & out links extracted from the 

home pages of the two users. The computed attributed of the page can be shown as: 

The measure score (   ) ≔ ∑
 

      ( )     ( )  ( )  

 CommonNeighbor: Comes under the category of methods which are based common 

neighbors (27). The score in this method depends upon the common number of 

neighbors between two people.  

Common Neighbors: |Г ( )   Г( ) | 

 ClusteringCoefficient: The quality of the predictors is increased by removing the 

shallow edges in a giant component consist of many nodes (The concept of giant 

node is to restrict the prediction within a specific group or set of nodes). (27) 

 Distance: The predictor selects the random subset distance between two point pairs 

out of more than   pair of nodes. 

 IPageRank/ JPageRank: The PageRank score gives the stationary probability α from y 

to x node to make sure that all path in the graph is traversed otherwise the shortest 

path will only be evaluated by moving to random neighbor with   . 

 

 JaccardCoefficient: It calculates the probability that both x and y have a feature f, for a 

randomly selected f that   or   has.If the features are from the giant component 

        which contains many nodes, it to the measure score : 

  ( )    ( ) 

  ( )    ( ) 
 

 Katz: this score defines the count directly summing over the collection of path, 

exponentially damped by length to count short paths more. The score is defined by: 
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∑   
 

   
         

( )
  

Where, 

       
( )

 ≔ {paths of length exactly l from x to y} 

Weighted:        
( )

 ≔number of collaborations between x,y 

Unweighted:        
( )

 ≔ 1                          

 PreferentialAttachment: Known as model of growth of networks (28), tells that the 

probability of a new edge involves node   is proportional to  ( )  , i.e. the current 

number of neighbors. 

  ( )    ( )  

 PropFlow:  The score is selected on the basis of restricted walk that terminates on 

reaching final node or revisiting any node using link weights as transition 

probability. 

 RootedPageRank: Taking the same way of walking of PageRank through the nodes, this 

score is not null if at least one walk starting at   reaches . Thus, a user   potentially has a 

positive score with all other users in his connected component (29). 

Stationary distribution weight of y under the following random walk: 

 With probability α , jump to  . 

 With probability 1-α, go to random neighbor of current node. 

 ShortestPathCount: It outputs the number of shortest paths from the source to the 

target while executing a breadth first search finishing at the level at which the target 

is found and counts the number of hops encountered at that level (27).  

 

 SimRank: The score comes out of the notion that two nodes are similar to an extent 

that they are joined with same neighbors (27). 

          (   ) ≔   
∑   ( )∑    ( )          (   )

  ( )    ( ) 
 

 WeightedRootedPageRank: This is the same as rooted PageRank except that it uses 

edge weights if they exist to inform the transition (27) . 

. 
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8. Design and Implementation 

In this chapter, we describe our project which offers a framework with algorithms, concepts 

and related technologies, as mentioned in previous chapter. We would present technical 

insight regarding architecture, design, platforms and deployment related information. We 

are also depicting how this application can be executed either through the web service 

interfaces or a desktop application. 

8.1. System Architecture 

Whole system is built on ontological based profile so from the very beginning, we have taken 

steps to make whole system decoupled in order to have maintainable and extendible 

solution. Abstraction of a user profile and model itself are separated. Business logic for 

calculating trust and privacy are held at different package. The diagram can be found on the 

following page: 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Overall system architecture 
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8.2. Classes and Packages 

The classes and packages for our solution are factorized and decoupled enough to maintain 

them for future the extension and maintenance .The system is divided into two main parts. 

 

8.2.1. Core Part of Our System 

8.2.1.1. CSV Management Package 

The CSV Management Package contains LDAInputCSV class which used by 

InterestGenerator class. Its purpose is to operate on the CSV file. The LDAInputCSV use CSV 

reader and writer classes to perform related operations such as initializing writer, setting file 

name for csv file, writing a file and releasing the writer. Since we adapt TMT (4) to infer user 

interests and it will use and generate amount of csv files. We abstract this part from the 

system and made a dedicated class to handle the operation on them. Every class that needs 

to read or write csv files can import this class. InterestGenerator class is one of the cases. The 

class uses third party library which is open csv to manipulate csv files. In order to make 

system more configurable and easy migration, we use java system properties to store the file 

folder path information so that we do not need to change any code if we execute our system 

in different servers. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 LDAInputCSV 
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8.2.1.2. System Core Package 

 

This package of the solution is related to the core part of the system, which is in involved in 

the generation of User Profile. As it can be seen in the diagram, that package contains five 

classes. The SystemBootstraper class uses the ProfileGenerator class in order to get a profile 

generated by using user data and start the system’s workflow. It is the main class for the 

system which populates the user data in the cluster. Moreover it controls the work flow of 

the system. This class is the entry point to boot the system and uses different generators to 

generate part user information respectively and save the information to the owlim 

repository. 

We divide user information into three different parts based on how to get them. 

Accordingly, we have three different generator classes. 

The RelationshipsGenerator class contains the default privacy threshold value, default 

privacy weight of trust and the default weight of follower numbers. The Cosine similarity 

and KL Divergence metrics are also calculated in this class.This class uses ProfileGenerator 

class to get a Person to calculate the metrics mentioned above. It can be used for building the 

social network within the system. It assigns the friends for each person in the system and 

applies algorithms base on the user information we already got in order to calculate the user 

trust and privacy values. 

The InterestsGenerator class uses the ProfileGenerator class as well because its uses the 

person generated from ProfileGenerator class to generate LDA model for a person. As the 

LDA model generation creates few files which are not reusable for the next workflow or the 

other user, it deletes those extra files as well. 

The BasicInfoGenerator class uses ProfileGenerator as well and generates person with the 

basic information such Id, Name, Location, CreateDate and NumberOfFollowers by using 

user tweets. This class is responsible to set the basic information that can read from the 

offline dataset directly to the Person object. It will user some methods of the SQLite data 

DAO object. 
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Figure 6 ProfileGenerator 

 

 

 

 

8.2.1.3. Evaluation Package 

This package contains those classes which are used for evaluation purpose. 

SocialGraphGenereator class uses SocialGraph class to generate output file for LPmade 

toolkit for link predictions. 
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Figure 7 SocialGraphGenerator class 

 

8.2.1.4. SPARQL Client Package 

This package contains a class, which contains method to make query against OWMLIM 

repository to get users with or without image. 

 

Figure 8 CrossQuestSparqlClient 
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8.2.1.5. Offline Data Management Package 

 

This package contains classes which deal with the offline data handling which is stored in 

the SQLite database. 

The SqlLiteDAO class is a super class in the hierarchy and keeps all the database connection 

details. It basically creates connection to the database for related operations and also releases 

connection to the database. The other three classes inherit from SqlLiteDao to deal with 

SqlLite database. 

UserTweetsDAO, UserInformationDAO and SocialGraphDAO classes contain queries 

related to get user tweets, user information and user friends respectively from database. 

UserInformationDAO class also gives functionality to get information for single person or all 

persons in the database as well. 

 

Figure 9 SqlLiteDAO class 

 

Regarding to the system bootstrap, we are using the offline data from the SQLite database. 

The offline data management package is known as a layer that above the SQLite database 

and perform database operations on it. As a result, the DAO classes make the database 

operations are transparent for the business logic. From the business logic perspective, they 

only need to operate on the java objects. 
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8.2.1.6. Offline Data Model Package 

 

This package contain classes which offer different objects that are consumed by 

BasicInfoGenerator , RelationshipGenerator and UserInformationDAO classes from core part 

of the solution in order to generate user model. SocialGraph is a serializable object which 

uses SocialGraphPK to get or set users in the repository. 

 

 

Figure 10 Offline Data Model Package 

Based on the offline twitter user data structure, we created these ajva classes in order to put 

the data into java objects when we fetch the offline data from SQLite database. These classes 

can encapsulate the offline data and be loaded by database access objects (DAOs) or read by 

the core business logic.  
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8.2.1.7. Sesame Repository Operation Package 

The repository adaptor package offers those classes which enables our system to interact 

with the semantic repository and perform related operations. The RepositoryFactory class 

generates the repository object, set repositories instances and has method by using which, 

repository link can be obtained.The RepositoryAdaptor class handles various operations 

against the repository. The object of this class is used to retrieve model object of a user from 

repository by id or name. It can retrieve all users, save and update them. 

RDFBeanManagerFactory class generates RDFBeanManager object. 

 

Figure 11 RepositoryFactory class. 

 

 

Figure 12 SystemBootstraper class. 
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The general purpose to have these classes is to hide the underlying repository 

implementation details from the upper level code. There two kinds of implementation 

details. One is the connection information of the repository and another is the operation the 

repository. 

 

Figure 13 RDFBeanManagerFactory class. 

 

As a result the class RepositoryFactory and RDFBeanManagerFactory is used for manage the 

connectivity to the owlim repository. Futhermore, class RepositoryAdapter hide the details 

when operate the java object on the repository. It only exposes the methods that can enable 

business logic to operate the data in the repository as regular java object.  
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8.2.1.8. Web Semantic Data model 

Model Package contain classes which gives main object for the repository and one interface 

TProfileModel. Person class represents the user model in the code here, which uses trust and 

privacy class as well for the representation for related user. 

 

Figure 14 Trust class used by Person class in Web Semantic data model package 

All the classes in this package are the java representation of the model in the system. Objects 

of these classes will be created after the system is started and will be saved into OWLIM 

repository in the triple statement format. There are conversions between java object and RDF 

triple statement when system performs save operation. 
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Among these classes, they define the properties for each model and give the annotations for 

them in order to do the conversions. They define the URI for each property and the URIs will 

be used when convert the java object to RDF triple statement. 

 

Figure 15 Privacy class used by Person class in Web Semantic data model package 
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8.2.1.9. Topic Modelling Package 

LDAModel class generates the scala file which is used by LDALearnModel and 

LDAInferenceModel class to represent the LDA inference model and LDA inference model.The 

TopicModelExecutor class executes the LDA training process. 

 

Figure 16 Topic Modeling Package classes 

LDA process is one of the important parts of the system. In order to separate the business 

logic from the LDA process and make the process more compact, we create this package and 

put related classes into it.  

 

The prerequisite for TMT tool is that we need to have LDA model files in place. There are 

classes which LDALearnModel and LDAInferenceModel. They are the abstractions of the 

different types of modules in LDA.They inherit from their parent class LDAModel that can 

be used to create the LDA model scala files dynamically for each user in the system. 

Once we have the model files then the class LDAModelExecutor is responsible for executing 

the TMT tool command to perform either a learn or infer operation. So we can easily change 

the command in one place since we have a single entry point for executing it. 
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8.2.1.10. Utility Package  

This package offers the utility classes to perform KL divergence on the LDA processed 

tweets. Classes in this package are used by RelationshipsGenerator class. 

 

Figure 17 Utility package classes. 

 

 

 

Besides the third party library tools, we developed some algorithm or extended the tools 

based on our implementation. Furthermore, we have crawler in the system in order to get the 

useful information from the website directly. All of these classes are used to as utilities in the 

system so that they can be used in different cases and easy for maintenance as well. 
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8.2.2. Web Services Part of Our System 

In order to enable external systems or clients to access the data of the repositories, we utilize 

RESTful web service to achieve the purpose. Furthermore, we define the return data as the 

JSON string. It is convenient to parse by different clients. Glassfish application server is used 

for hosting the web services in our system. 

The core function of the system is to process and manage the user profile. In order to make 

the data be available to the other systems, we need a solution to provide the well format data 

to them. We decided to user RESTful web service as the protocol and run the web service 

inside Glassfish application server. It can be easily built and can be invoked from different 

platform. In terms of message format, we choose the JSON string. It is lightweight and easy 

to be parsed in the client side. On the server side, the java objects can be serialized as JSON 

string and returned back to client. 

JSON Response Package 

Java classes that represent the response data for each web service method. They define the 

attributes for each return data. They can be converted to the JSON object when they are 

returned to the clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 JSON request response classes 
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8.2.2.1. REST Web services Package 

Java resource classes that contain all the methods need to be exposed as RESTful web 

services. They accept the requests from clients and retrieve the information from the sesame 

repository. Moreover, they construct the data according to the interface specification to the 

java objects and return them back to client. 

Based on the data, the system has and the requirements from the client side, we create a 

resource class that is annotated as web service and define the methods of it. 

 

Inside this class it defines the relative path for each method. Moreover, it retrieves data from 

the Owlim repository and constructs the response objects.   
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8.2.2.2. Execution (Work flow diagram) 

This section shows how the flow goes on from start while preparing user data to create 

semantic repositories after various steps of user information generations, LDA processing 

and creation of user network in the repository. Following will be the steps involved in our 

system workflow. 

1. Read offline twitter user data and import it into the SQLite database. 

2. Deploy the OWLIM repository application to the Tomcat Server and configure the 

runtime parameters 

3. Create OWLIM repository instance via the openrdf-sesame workbench. 

4. Run the system bootstrap command and generate the user profile into the repository. 

Following are the steps regarding the generation of user profile. 

a. Generate user basic information directly from the data that read from SQLite 

database. 

b. Run the Stanford Topic Modeling toolbox inside the java class in order to 

generate the top terms that is interests from the user for each user. 

c. Build the network or social graph for each user. It assigns amount of users as 

friends for every user in the repository. 

d. Based on the social graph that has been generated in the last step; calculate the 

trust and privacy values among users and their friends. 

e. Save the entire user object into the repository. 

5. Use LPmade tool to perform the link prediction based on the existing user network 

for a certain repository. 
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Figure 19 Execution and data flow of our system. 
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8.3. Platforms, Tools, Databases and Libraries 

After the description of system architecture, packages and class diagrams, in this section we 

have given a brief overview of the technologies and tools used in the project. We have 

divided our used libraries, databases, tools and platforms into a separate group and each one 

contains brief description that how it is related to our project. 

 At the access layer, we have web services in our system which can be accessed by other 

system. Also iOS based application is one of the possible ways to interact with our system. 

The project is deployed on apache server running in Linux environment which will be 

described in upcoming chapter. The project development is done on windows environment 

using Netbeans as an IDE. Apache Maven is used in a project to keep the libraries up to date 

and the programming language followed was Java. 

For the database management, we have used SQLite for the offline data purpose and 

OWLIM repository for storing purpose of user data as a model. 

Platforms 

1. Windows 

2. Linux 

3. iOS 

Libraries 

1. OpenCsv 

2. RDFBeans 

3. Stanford-corenlp 

4. Simmetrics 

5. Log4j 

6. Sesame-repository-Manager 

Databases 

1. Owlim 

2. Sqlite 
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9. Evaluation 

 

9.1. Data Setup 

The user data which is plain text file contain tweets in the form of text which is imported in 

SQLite database. The purpose of this importing step is to store the corpus of twitter data 

which was crawled in 2009 and contains billion tweets from 54,981,152 user accounts (30). It 

contains three types of data category. User information, user tweets information and 

relationship information.  

9.2. Project Setup 

 

9.2.1. Web Server 

The webserver chosen for this purpose is Tomcat where we have installed the openrdf 

application to fulfill the need of semantic repository. The motivation behind the selection of 

Tomcat server is the ease of configuration and installation,  

9.2.2. Framework Evaluation 

In order to explain the relationship between the LDA parameters (alpha and beta) and the 

trust/privacy value, we have checked the generated files for a certain user among the 

repositories which have different parameter settings.  

First, we set the number of topic is 30 in the learn model, since the alpha and beta values 

determine the smoothing of the topic and word, the smaller beta and value, the more similar 

among the topics. 

Following is the diagram for this individual user.  The X axis is the LDA parameter value 

and the Y axis is the number of interests. 
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We can see from the diagram that the number of Interests is decrease at the beginning and 

change slightly when the parameter value larger than 0.5. It matches with the trust diagram 

trend. It means the trust value is somehow related to the number of terms we got from the 

LDA training and inference. 

 

For instance, these are the top-terms for this user when the alpha and beta values are 0.01 
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Variation of Topics 

 

 

Figure 20 Variation of topics 
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We can see that the words in different topics are almost same. But when we checked the top-

term file for the user when the alpha and beta values are 2.0, it turned into following result: 

Topic 00,story,know,have,knew,did,said,writer,begin,were,something,give,tips,time 

 

We have managed to generate the diagram which shows the relationship between the truest 

value and the number of topics parameter in the LDA model. 

 

 

 

From the diagram, we can see that the trust values are almost same when we use different 

number of topics.   

In order to evaluate user privacy, we created six new repositories and used different number 

of topics parameter to perform the experiment. I have generated the diagram about the 

privacy and number of topics. The number of topics parameter does not affect the privacy 

much. 
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According to the diagram above, we can figure out that the privacy values are almost 

unchanged along with changes of number of topic parameter. As a result, we can make a 

conclusion that number of topics parameter does not affect the privacy much. 

9.3. PERPLEXITY 

In computational grammar, the measure of perplexity has been proposed to calculate 

generalizability of text models across subsets of documents (31). The most widely-used 

evaluation metric for language models for speech recognition is the perplexity of test data. 

While perplexities can be calculated efficiently and without access to a speech recognizer, 

they often do not correlate well with speech recognition word-error rates. In this research, 

we attempt to find a measure that like perplexity is easily calculated but which better 

predicts speech recognition performance (32). 

9.3.1. PERPLEXITY EVALUATION 

We managed to aggregate the user's tweets in one repository and get the perplexity values 

for all the tweets. I got the value for the repositories which have 100, 150,200 users 

respectively. 
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Repository 100    

 

Repository 150 

The diagram demonstrates that the perplexity score begin to decrease if the number of topic 

is greater than 15 and the decreases of perplexity is getting smaller and smaller if the number 

of topic is greater than 20. Therefore, we can select value which is greater than 20 as the 

number of topic. 

 

Compare to the previous diagram, this one show the trend of perplexity scores with larger 

number of users. The change is not stable. There is a trend of decrease if the number of topic 

is greater than 25.  As a conclusion, we need to select a bigger value of number of topic if the 

number of user is increased in order to have a tuned model. 
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9.4. Link Prediction Results 

We use the software LPmade to generate the link predictions base on the users in the same 

repository. Moreover, we utilize the evaluation library and get the results of evaluation 

methods which are AUPR and AUROC in order to measure the results of predictions.  

The Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) and Precision-Recall (PR) are used to show the 

results for binary decision problems in machine learning. As a result, we can utilize the 

values to measure the performance of the link predictions in different conditions. The 

purpose of the evaluation is to evaluate the how the changes of number of users in the 

repository and the number of topics which is the LDA model parameter  affect the result of 

precisions. 

Furthermore, we use two different values to assign the weight for each edge in the network. 

The first value of the weight is the Cosine similarity and the second one is the KL similarity. 

Cosine Similarity  

 

AUPR vs Number of Users 

 

Figure 21 AUPR Vs. Number of User (Cosine Similarity) 

The values of AUPR of different algorithms are converged along with the increasing  of 

number of users in the repository. The value of AUPR decreases as the number of users in 

the repository increases. It illustrates that the smaller size of the repository can gets better 

link prediction result. 
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AUROC vs Number of Users 

 

Figure 22 AUROC vs. Number of User (Cosine Similarity) 

The chart shows the change trend of AUROC value when the number of users in the 

repository is increasing. Compare to the AUPR, the increasing of number of users in the 

repository does not affect AUROC significantly.  
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Kullback–Leibler Divergence 

AUPR vs. Number of Users 

 

Figure 23 AUPR vs. Number of Users ( Kullback–Leibler Divergence) 

The chart shows the changing of AUPR when the number of users increasing from 500 to 

10000. The values of AUPR of different algorithms are converged when the number of users 

is 10000.The value of AUPR decreases as the number of users in the repository increases. It 

illustrates that the smaller size of the repository can gets better link prediction result. 

AUROC vs Number of Users 

 

Figure 24 AUROC vs. Number of Users ( Kullback–Leibler Divergence) 
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The chart shows the AUROC changing trend with the increasing of the number of users in 

the repository. According to the chart, the changes are not stable. It is increasing trend for 

some algorithms such as JaccardCoefficientand and rootedpagerank. It is fluctuating 

when using the algorithms like Preferentiail Attachment and Jvolume. However, the 

value of AUROC is converged around 0.5 when the number of users is 10000. 

As the four charts which describe the AUPR/AUROC changing trend when the number of 

users in the repository is increasing shown, we can conclude that the Cosine Similarity is 

better to be used to get the link prediction rather than the Kullback–Leibler Divergence for 

a given number of users in the repository. 
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Cosine Similarity 

AUPR vs Number of Topics 

 

Figure 25 AUPR vs Number of Topics (Cosine Similarity) 

The chart shows the change of AUPR value along with the increasing of number of 

topics.According to the chart, the value of AUPR is increasing significantly when we 

increasing the number of topics which is one parameter of LDA model.It demonstrate that 

the more number of topics the better prediction result.  

AUROC vs Number of Topics 

 

Figure 26 AUROC vs. Number of Topics (Cosine Similarity) 

The chart shows the change of AUROC value along with the increasing of number of topics. 

Compare to the change trend of AUPC value, the AUROC is increasing slowly. However, the 

more number of the topic the better link prediction we can get. 
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Kullback–Leibler Divergence 

AUPR vs Number of Topics 

 

Figure 27AUPR vs Number of Topics ( Kullback–Leibler Divergence) 

The chart shows changing trend of AUPR value when the number of topics is increasing.As 

shown in the chart, the more number of topics can get higher value of  AUPR which means 

better result of link prediction. 

AUROC vs Number of Topics 

 

Figure 28 AUROC vs Number of Topics ( Kullback–Leibler Divergence) 
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The chart shows the changing trend of AUROC along with the increasing of number of 

topics. Same as the AUPR, it is a increasing trend but slowly. By comparing the four charts 

which show AUPR/AUROC changing trend when the number of topics is increasing, we can 

conclude that the Cosine similarity is better than the Kullback–Leibler Divergence in terms of 

the link prediction since it achieves higher AUPR/AUPROC values for a given number of 

topics. 

 

10. Future Works  

 

In future, we have plans to deploy the system on the cloud such as Amazon cloud in order to 

improve the performance and scalability and perform more analyses and comparisons in 

order to give a measurement of the system in the presence of more powerful servers, because 

current resources are taking days in order to repositories for thousands of user. The usage of 

Hadoop is also in consideration to perform processing of large data set which makes it 

possible to run application on thousands of nodes in a distributed computing environment. 

The accuracy of system can be improved using new third party recommenders. Second idea 

is to develop user interface to manage the user profiles. Consider proper applications that 

can be built based on the core system. In order to make system configuration more flexible to 

use, we could add some interface through which configuration can be made adjustable in a 

user friendly approach. 

11. Conclusion 

 

As our architecture is built for social web mining where we can create a user model for users 

based on their interests and mine their data to infer relationships among them and based on 

them we can suggest them to each other, we see from our evaluation work that the 

perplexity goes down with increasing number of topics. Also the cosine algorithm works 

better with less user and KL shows good results with higher number of user. 
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13. Appendix  

 

a) The user profile representation in an OWLIM repository as an 

rdf/xml format. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<rdf:RDF 

 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

 xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 

 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 

 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"> 

 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://web.it.kth.se/people/2233f0ec-ad99-4a8f-9827-

0a4327787bd1"> 

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/Person"/> 

 <Location xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">Pacific Time (US &amp; 

Canada)</Location> 

 <NbrOfFollowers xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">430</NbrOfFollowers> 

 <Name xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">140flashfiction</Name> 

 <CreateDate xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">2012-09-09 

16:35:55</CreateDate> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">something</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">been</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">time</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">tips</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">give</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">see</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">lessons</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">interview</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">were</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">don</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">are</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">begin</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">knew</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">sixwords</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">people</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">said</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">writer</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">did</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">have</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">had</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">know</Interest> 

 <Interest xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/">story</Interest> 
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 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/7c95b990-f0d6-4714-9284-d29ea16949bc"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/f41d3b89-3d7a-4609-a68a-5ed9d36477f7"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/418e49b6-34aa-464b-8792-dfa656650cf6"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/022ab5af-960d-415f-a6b6-0a91de76d26f"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/ba5198af-77e8-4297-9d72-1be6fd4524ea"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/103f960e-218c-4f46-9105-f86e3a37df61"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/37e5e8d6-ac99-4fcd-93e8-c6fb69efb302"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/aa7fe440-c51a-4bdf-af68-679c00df1c76"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/7d58981c-0b2e-4d2c-9dd3-83eed977694f"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/4b8332ad-9be3-45c9-9802-99f0a60ebb55"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/5f1c1e6c-3bc7-4848-ad1c-de28aea68533"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/5850aa65-c92b-411a-aca0-1fcc20400a0f"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/2dcf2f7f-5ea3-418e-9415-b17de3f84307"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/54fa329b-5654-4d4c-949c-198e166281fb"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/7636a363-1281-4673-8c7f-7ff6808143d4"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/944a86a8-ab23-40ca-93a7-714e5328aba6"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/aa994476-83ec-4326-b2b7-f5ecf00adbc6"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/9bc222ad-f415-4b3d-922b-63cd933c6be1"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/68bb61c4-3056-4eb0-91b4-b11ff177610b"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/04c4315e-e5ca-4d2b-b5fd-e0be4139b350"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/5a4f2c52-9b0a-4e71-b0f7-33649b42bca1"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/d62d8255-273f-4bc8-b36c-58aee9021e83"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/de015057-3785-45ca-bf82-c103b6219daf"/> 
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 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/1ffd4c19-4e44-417e-b29d-f2e6e7d5a4c6"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/e4a15fe4-7a23-4022-a766-8fb6910d6783"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/807a52b3-e710-47f8-883b-cca84ac8514c"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/197222d6-aa17-42c7-b623-c0d55118527c"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/46ee10cd-a551-47fa-8429-614623121846"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/24803156-e71d-4054-9931-5f85bda8c09d"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/c51f5958-904e-4e77-8325-aae27b44015e"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/d73c529f-5d5d-43b1-a860-140efffa9da6"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/eb02b249-a3b2-414c-ad42-56cb0e7bc7e2"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/f802378a-5bbb-474d-a85e-fac041aca5cf"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/8161b291-802b-47ee-b4bc-25b1f948e0ed"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/8ec2dafe-5513-45bc-ba65-bbf324588659"/> 

 <Know xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/people/eb2ecb40-88ea-4ae9-8bad-80d592234fcf"/> 

  

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/930c5293-3946-467e-a922-934463fd65d1"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/583e342f-3b7c-4142-8a68-12eb3002a91b"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/e51c192c-8d43-488f-89f8-66867e0acdca"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/851de192-fc4f-46fb-bdb6-96e68455e1e9"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/64fa4ebf-d702-495e-9b38-83c0aa621239"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/611e5b91-d9c5-4c12-ba88-81559ab179aa"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/05404d2b-e524-49bb-9d5b-246fe5eb7b54"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/09a9e1e7-99ca-4abb-9e6a-4bb1935d8e78"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/1cb671c6-4ce4-449d-882e-c4b4cc1fd9f6"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/33c6e2c9-b39b-4f54-94db-0380a9007c46"/> 
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 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/affdd1e8-2f5f-4778-a457-2f259de6891b"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/3481ebd7-872a-4c95-9455-34bcab973e3d"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/b04982ee-a276-4eeb-9fc1-287b0820b36e"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/3febca35-b4fc-4809-bf7f-cde0509a62bc"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/085c17e7-922f-4599-82f0-ae8a7f535c10"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/4c39e84e-0768-404d-bd2a-79a5c0d2b7fb"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/1c0a5eba-dbfc-4b1b-b323-2c8f95660ae5"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/2e93a6d3-1b90-488a-ac18-1d121845e3cd"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/69abf5ba-3e99-45a9-a956-cf3929ce29f3"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/aeb7099f-eea4-40c5-a9c6-e1c64457d399"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/ef4ddd88-822e-4ce4-82df-8df892c3e064"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/f8f71c71-94a2-408d-bf72-efe1fa5c7ae8"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/9f48d2cf-5e0f-4318-8080-4071936fa130"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/d7da8ee3-6eb0-4140-85ea-cc7ddc88ca15"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/4122b29e-8c9b-48d6-90ad-ae6cc7a35981"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/36870801-3654-4a4d-9e76-979f4a3ee0ca"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/baffa72a-bda2-47c0-adc7-909e4ccb8be5"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/8401b1c3-062c-4488-a82a-d900e533c849"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/2aaa1646-2167-41f5-847d-8d6be077e7a9"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/ec366195-a1af-48b0-a828-7e25f4588100"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/1d7aa0bb-bbab-49e7-a1b6-6eef43cc663c"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/008c0256-073f-4941-8538-eb2516ff0653"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/adab7f1f-1886-4b9e-b8aa-0feb549a80f4"/> 
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 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/838ae61a-884c-4b9f-b2ed-01c9960c12fb"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/ce115a41-030a-440e-81b2-8585ed0d8c36"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/c8b159d4-ee9b-499c-9da6-51230779e0d1"/> 

 <Trusts xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/trust/d41a24ab-5236-49c2-b12d-e0161caa7db3"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/711dcee6-990c-4dcf-bfcc-e819b87544fc"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/9b6b8b0a-2259-4ad9-a5fc-dfb1c928e91f"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/f0e1197c-f0f3-466d-9c7c-c14eec1c5ad3"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/1ca23b4a-08aa-4d4f-a9d8-eda31cc5eed2"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/3c8a7388-a93e-4d48-952b-b8be187bfb03"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/ab76ead2-034a-49b2-8fcc-da27fcb67cf2"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/566a3fce-bdc7-4e6b-8f3e-faac4fd0749e"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/3096132c-dee7-4afc-b1e8-c8c17e2337be"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/5626a4e2-1247-429a-893d-006d63d0fc2e"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/ea72f4ff-0305-4c17-ab32-40f890e43912"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/98c76332-5a29-44b1-9e21-7c20b71b8ce5"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/d5a6a9df-1dc8-478d-b934-e77f6f35cc86"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/75047f6d-803f-482f-830b-b0a37c6cdc09"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/1e62b9fd-f009-429c-82ee-6c0576f8afae"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/2b43d2b2-5232-45e4-98d2-afa3a105589f"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/26e38aec-88cf-4788-a9a8-982fb23ea7b4"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/d827d576-fad0-41f5-99a4-dd31fbe0905c"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/84767683-4fea-45f9-8dc7-620694f70959"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/83dfd2de-7dab-4ddb-b64e-24ec4fbb57d5"/> 
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 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/6583d8c2-674c-4400-b3e9-46decff853e2"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/b33fde3d-fa6b-4012-a9fb-d0f04c124efc"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/17370739-da6c-4d75-801c-0fa1ed2a6038"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/ca7cc6a7-699e-439d-b39a-dd9918f27156"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/3ea55ebb-6afe-4ed2-9b89-8558df29bd65"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/a21eaa88-bd55-4fb3-a8f9-155acb7644b7"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/3c054fff-ba1a-4b56-8908-cce5e94891d2"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/0c8b4213-7aaa-48cd-a674-e67f333d792f"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/5f9319bc-8e6c-4c50-87dc-cde0b961d474"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/c3719431-a260-478d-961c-0b8c1bf5f0d1"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/2fd5677f-9344-4e01-ae2b-ede6c7127d92"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/10cd6e11-1521-49ab-92df-8c9fdeaf997a"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/7e787323-b543-42e4-aa5b-c6e33b2544ff"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/f60c4f32-a0a1-4565-9ea7-d4db342cc52e"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/69fe40bb-69b8-457e-a24c-3e0c0cf633be"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/735766ed-0b6b-4efe-9174-9bf79547b5ee"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/1dfc14d1-767d-4777-b804-ac048f49fe57"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/13894b28-62fd-46a3-8286-d4ce564c9ec7"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/4953cb55-d127-4352-ad30-b2bd2cd9ff25"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/2472a488-7c91-4f32-be28-aa7458d0dfca"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/0a0d4ba4-a372-4c50-84e1-b5c64803ae8e"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/65730388-4cbe-47ad-99bd-adef11cc2eb3"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/17f6cc65-4b34-471b-a655-890ee49567f3"/> 
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 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/4670a191-b437-45f4-a69b-d5ef866973c7"/> 

 <Privacy xmlns="http://web.it.kth.se/ontology/" 

rdf:resource="http://web.it.kth.se/privacy/7ba0f4c4-8a2d-43d4-8e52-4c55d37e623a"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

 

</rdf:RDF> 
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b) JSON Request Pattern For Our System 

 

(1) Login request 

{"data":{"uid":user_id,"name":"user name","face":"url address of photo","descript":"user 

description."},"status":status(0 means success, 1 means failure),"msg":"the error message of 

failure","total":totoal number of return results} 

Example: 

{"data":{"uid":1,"name":"admin","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face.png","descript":"I have 

worked in kth for the vast majority of my career. The only BigCo I worked for was 

H\/Compac\/HP 

for the first year of my Career."},"status":0,"msg":"","total":1} 

 

(2) Recommend list request 

{"data":[{"uid":user_id,"name":"user name","face":"url address of photo","descript":"user 

description."},...],"status":status(0 means success, 1 means failure),"msg":"the error message 

of failure","total":totoal number of return results} 

example: 

{"data":{"uid":2,"name":"Jim","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face.png","descript":"this 

friend has the trust ranking of 0.7 and privacy ranking of 8.2"},"status":0,"msg":"","total":1} 

 

(3) User profile request 

{"data":{"uid":user_id,"name":"user name","face":"url address of photo","descript":"user 

description."},"status":status(0 means success, 1 means failure),"msg":"the error message of 

failure","total":totoal number of return results} 

Example: 

{"data":{"uid":1,"name":"admin","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face.png","descript":"I have 

worked in kth for the vast majority of my career. The only BigCo I worked for was 

H\/Compac\/HP 
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for the first year of my Career."},"status":0,"msg":"","total":1} 

 

 

(4) User private twitter list request 

{"data":[{"title":"twitter title","id":id,"date":"publish date"}, 

...],"status":0,"msg":"","total":totoal number of return results} 

Example: 

{"data":[{"title":"Today the weather is so nice!! I just want to go out to have a rest and pay 

a visit to my friends.","id":1,"date":"2012-10-22"}, {"title":"Oh,my god, this book is so nice! 

tommorrow I just want to continue to read","id":2,"date":"2012-10- 

23"}],"status":0,"msg":"","total":2} 

 

(5) Pie chart futotoal number of return resultsction request 

{"data":[{"title":"the title of interest","value":the frequency int value of this interest, how 

many times it appears}, ...],"status":0,"msg":"","total":totoal number of return results} 

Example: 

{"data":[{"title":"Reading","value":15}, {"title":"Swimming","value":10}, 

{"title":"Football","value":10},{"title":"Internet","value":20}, 

{"title":"Travelling","value":19},{"title":"Eating","value":30}],"status":0,"msg":"","total":6} 

 

(6) Trust ranking node chart request 

{"data":[{"uid":user id,"name":"user name","face":"url address of photo","descript":"user 

description.","subtitle": ranking float value},...],"status":0,"msg":"","total":totoal number 

of return results} 

Example: 

{"data":[{"uid":1,"name":"Kate Green","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite 

\/face.png","descript":"A nice gilr likes painting","subtitle":0.8}, 
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{"uid":2,"name":"Lily","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face1.png","descript":"likest movie 

and film","subtitle":0.7}, 

{"uid":3,"name":"Lucy","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face2.png","descript":"Likes to eat 

pie","subtitle":0.6}],"status":0,"msg":"","total":3} 

 

(7) Privacy ranking node chart request 

{"data":[{"uid":user id,"name":"user name","face":"url address of photo","descript":"user 

description.","subtitle": privacy float value},...],"status":0,"msg":"","total":totoal number 

of return results} 

Example: 

{"data":[{"uid":1,"name":"Kate Green","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite 

\/face.png","descript":"A nice gilr likes painting","subtitle":0.8}, 

{"uid":2,"name":"Lily","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face1.png","descript":"likest movie 

and film","subtitle":0.7}, 

{"uid":3,"name":"Lucy","face":"http:\/\/test.mit\/ttsite\/face2.png","descript":"Likes to eat 

pie","subtitle":0.6}],"status":0,"msg":"","total":3} 


